We have shown elsewhere how to introduce a concept of syntactic unification when terms are taken as the elements in a free module and established the link between both unification concepts showing that, under certain reasonable hypotheses, they are completely equivalent. Here we show how syntactic unification of terms may be viewed as the intersection of certain subsets in a free module, which strongly resemble affine varieties in vector spaces. Thus this work represents a first step in the way towards a purely geometric interpretation of logic programming.
Introduction
Unification of symbolic expressions has been widely studied (see [3] for an extensive review) both in its syntactic and equational forms. Well known properties of syntactic unification are the existence and uniqueness, up to composition with a variable renaming, of the so called most general unifier (m.g.u.) [16] . Deep results pertaining to equational unification, which address decidability, unification type (i.e. unitary, finite, infinite or zero) as well as unification procedures have been obtained for widely different equational theories (see [3, Section 3.4 ] for a survey), including results for commutative and Boolean rings. However, to the best of our knowledge, a purely geometric formulation of syntactic unification in the framework of a free module has not been addressed in the literature. This is the main topic of this paper.
We have shown in a previous work [4] , that it is possible to soundly introduce a concept of unification, where terms are understood to be the elements (called M-terms) in a given free R-module M over certain kind of rings R, in such a manner as to obtain an m.g.u and its uniqueness modulo isomorphism.
Thus, this unification concept satisfies the same properties as syntactic unification in term algebras. Moreover, in [5] we have established the link between both unification concepts showing that, under certain reasonable hypotheses, they are completely equivalent. Further, in other previous studies we have shown that for a free module over the so called Ring of 2-tangles, a local non-commutative ring with unit and no zero divisors (see [1, Prop. 15.15] for a characterisation of such rings), isomorphic to the ring of non-commuting formal power series in two variables over the field Z 2 (see [8] - [10] ), we have shown that, for some toy examples, unification (as in Prolog) may be phrased in terms of the solution of a system of inhomogeneous linear equations in the module [11] , and therefore a possible geometric context for unification had been hinted.
Our present work opens the way to a purely geometric interpretation of logic programming through a generalisation of these ideas, since we show here that syntactic unification of terms may be viewed as the intersection of certain subsets in a free module, which strongly resemble affine varieties in vector spaces. This is so when the underlying ring meets certain properties. The geometric formulation is attained by the use of previous results, which are reviewed in section 2, and by introducing in section 3.1 the concept of an associated affine variety. We then show that unification of terms which don't share variables is nothing but the intersection of the corresponding varieties. This description shows the disadvantage of depending on an infinite number of variables, thus departing from the usual features of syntactic unification. This drawback is fully surmounted in section 3.2 by the introduction of a refined concept: associated ground affine varieties. We then show that unification of M-terms that don't share variables is again completely equivalent to the intersection of the corresponding ground varieties. We end up discussing our results and giving some hints on ongoing spin-offs of this work and several suggestions for further developments. Due to lack of space, the proofs are included in a final appendix.
Notations, Definitions and Previous Results
This section is devoted to establish the notation and some previous results which are needed in the sequel. We refer the reader to the extensive review by Baader and Snyder [3] for the required definitions pertaining to syntactic unification. We just restate some of them here to ease the reading, while pointing out where we depart.
As usual, we let a type [6] be a pair (S, ar) where S is a set and ar : S → N is a function 3 . Assuming we have fixed a type (S, ar) and a denumerable set of variables X such that X ∩ S = ∅, we shall consider a fixed (S, ar)-algebra T (X), free over X. Then a term is any element in T (X). For any t ∈ T (X) we let var(t) denote the set of variables on which it depends, while size(t) denote its size, defined as usual [17] . We let a substitution θ be any endomorphism θ : T (X) → T (X) such that for almost all x ∈ X verifies: θ(x) = x. We further denote the set of all substitutions in T (X) by S T (X) . Observe that though this definition of a substitution differs from the usual one [3] , they are equivalent since for free objects, the homomorphisms are fixed by the images of the generators.
The term pairs {(t n , t n )} i=1,...,n unify (i.e. the syntactic unification problem Γ ≡ {t 1 
..,n unify, a unifier θ is an m.g.u. if for every other unifier θ , there exists an η ∈ S T (X) such that θ = η • θ, where • denotes composition. Observe that our convention, contrary to [3] , is that substitutions act on terms from the left. Moreover, this definition is only valid for syntactic unification (see section 4.4 of [3] ).
We now state the definitions and main results from our previous work needed in the sequel, and refer the reader to the above references for further details. [4] In [4, 5] , we had let I be an infinite set and considered the left R-module, R an arbitrary ring (not necessarily commutative) with unit, free over I which we denoted by M. This is (see, for instance [15] ):
Unification in Free Modules
i.e. the direct external sum (see [1] ) ⊕ I R i , where i ∈ I and for all i, R i = R. We let e i denote the characteristic functions for the singletons, i.e., the elements of the form χ {i} where i ∈ I and denote by t i the image t(i), for any t ∈ M. Clearly, then, with this notation: t = i∈I t i e i , the sum being finite by construction. Finally, we select a denumerable subset X ⊂ I. With these definitions we defined precisely the objects to be dealt with:
Definition 2.1 [M-terms and substitutions]
(i) We let an M-term be any element in M.
(ii) We refer to the elements in {e i | i ∈ X} as "variables", while those in {e i | i ∈ I − X} as "symbols".
(iii) a substitution θ is any endomorphism θ : M → M such that (a) for almost all i ∈ X : θ(e i ) = e i , (b) for all i ∈ I − X: θ(e i ) = e i . We further denote the set of all substitutions by S M and let θ i denote the image θ(e i ), for any θ ∈ S M .
Note that, though X is assumed infinite, and substitutions are homo- 
Observe that these definitions exactly match the corresponding ones for syntactic unification in term algebras.
We further showed in [4] that the key point for the existence and uniqueness of an m.g.u. for a given family of M-terms is to have at our disposal a fundamental system of solutions to a certain linear system of equations. In this regard, we had let R be such that for any system of linear homogeneous equations there exists a fundamental solution set, i.e., it verified the following hypothesis:
Hypothesis 1 (F -rings) For any matrix
Condition 1 requires the set of column matrices Z 1 , · · · , Z r ∈ M n×1 (R) to parametrically generate the solutions, while condition 2 requires this set of column matrices to be free on the right. These are trivially satisfied by any field K and also by some rings such as Z, however, for general rings it is not necessarily true (e.g. the ring M n (K) of square matrices of order n > 1 over the field K). In absence, to the best of our knowledge, of a standard notation for this type of rings, we had termed them as F -rings, for "rings with a fundamental set of solutions". Under this hypothesis we were able to prove the following property which is the analogous of a well-known property for syntactic unifiers: 
As before, the set of column matrices Z 1 , · · · , Z r ∈ M n×1 (R) generates the solutions and is free on the right, but now we require that there should be strictly less parameters than unknowns. This is well-known for vector spaces. We termed these rings as DF-rings, for "F -rings with a dimension-like property". Under this hypothesis we were able to prove the following This provides the analogous for the well-known result of uniqueness modulo isomorphism of the m.g.u in term algebras. [5] In [5] we show that syntactic unification of terms may be embedded in a free module, provided certain conditions are met by the underlying ring. This is done by introducing the concept of an implementation, which is defined to be an injective mapping from a given term algebra into another free object in a different category, but which carries over a generalised form of the so called Unification Axiom (see [3] for a definition). We further showed that any of these implementations induces a faithful representation (see, for instance [19] ) of the semi-group of substitutions of a term algebra in an appropriately chosen semi-group of homomorphisms in the target structure and that this representation transforms syntactic unifiers into unifiers in the target structure. Moreover, when an implementation is such that any unification problem is solvable in the target free structure if and only if it is so in the original term algebra, we qualify it as faithful. We further showed that when taking a free module over a so called DF-rings (see Definition 2) an implementation is faithful if and only if it satisfies a condition which is a translation into the language of the module of the well-known "occurs-check".
Implementations in Free Modules
Recall that in Definition 2.1 we had selected a denumerable subset X ⊂ I. Since in a free module there are no syntactic variables as such, we shall choose the set of generators e i corresponding to the indices in X to represent "variables" while those corresponding to the indices in I − X as "symbols". In this spirit we introduce the following definition of an implementation in a free module: Definition 2.5 [Implementation in a free module] Let I be an infinite set and R an arbitrary ring (not necessarily commutative), and let M = R (I) , i.e. the left R-module, free over I (recall Eqn. (1)). Moreover, let X ⊂ I be denumerable, T (X) a term algebra over the same set X, and f, g symbols in its signature. We then say that the function i :
(ii) For any function symbols f and g of arities n and m, respectively, t j , t j ∈ T (X) and θ, θ ∈ S M , we have:
Again, the function i, as defined above, may be easily shown to be injective, as required. Some important properties satisfied by implementations on free modules are summarised in the following
Proposition 2.6 (Consistency Conditions) Let T (X) and M be as in Definition 2.5, and let θ ∈ S T (X) be the set of substitutions in the term algebra T (X). Moreover, let i : T (X) → M be a given implementation. Then the following hold:
(i) For any substitution θ ∈ S T (X) , there exists a unique substitution θ ∈ S M such that: θ • i = i • θ (ii) (a) id M = id T (X) (b) For any θ, η ∈ S T (X) : θ • η = θ • η (c) If θ ∈ S T (X) is a unifier for {(t j , t j )} j=1..n then θ ∈ S M is a unifier for {(i(t j ), i(t j ))} j=1..n (iii) For t ∈ M, let var t ≡ {i ∈ X | t i = 0}. Then,
for any t ∈ T (X), var(t) = var i(t)
Some comments on the above proposition are pertinent: Property 1 shows that term substitutions may be extended via implementation into a substitution in the module in a unique and commutative (diagram) manner. Properties 2 show that the meanings of identity and composition are preserved when implementing in free modules. Thus any implementation i induces a faithful representation of the semi-group S T (X) , • in the semi-group (S M , •), which transforms any syntactic unifier into a unifier in the sense of the module. Finally, property 3 shows that syntactic variables are properly handled by implementations.
We stress that all these are valid for implementations in free modules over arbitrary rings with unit (possibly non-commutative). However, when addressing properties pertaining to m.g.u.'s the ring hypotheses introduced before are needed. This is the case for the following main unification the-orem, which shows that the extension of an m.g.u. into the module, via an implementation, is also an m.g.u.
Theorem 2.7 (Transfer of a syntactic m.g.u.) Let T (X) and M be as in Definition 2.5 but where now R is assumed to be an
In this way, an implementation of a term algebra in a free module over an F -ring transfers a syntactic m.g.u. to an m.g.u. in the module. However, more than one m.g.u. may exist for the corresponding M-terms in which case the implementation just picks up one of them. Of course, if instead of an F -ring we use a DF-ring we would have uniqueness modulo isomorphism for the m.g.u. in the module and the implementation would assign this m.g.u to the original syntactic m.g.u.
Observe that property 2.(c) in Proposition 2.6 clearly implies that whenever terms unify then their corresponding implemented M-terms do also. However, is the converse true? We formalise this idea via the following definition of a faithful implementation:
The following theorem gives a necessary and sufficient condition for the faithfulness of an implementation in a free module over an F -ring:
Theorem 2.9 (Faithful implementations) Let T (X) and M be as in Definition 2.5, with R an F -ring. Then, the implementation i : T (X) → M is faithful if and only if
Observe that this condition is just the translation into the language of the module of the well-known "occurs-check" property of syntactic unification, i.e. if x ∈ X, t ∈ (T (X) − x) and (x, t) unify, then x / ∈ var(t). That a faithful implementation in a free module is a non-void concept is shown by the following example (see [5] for further details) which consists on the free module over a so called semi-group ring.
Example: A Faithful Implementation on a Free Module
In what follows we let S be a finite set (of symbols) S = {u 1 , · · · , u s } and let S * be the free monoid over S * , i.e. the set of words (including the empty word ) formed with the symbols in S. As usual, if s, r ∈ S * are two words we shall denote by sr the word formed by concatenating the two symbols s and r, and by len(w) the lenght of the word w ∈ S * . Now, given a field K, we shall denote by KS * the semi-group ring [1, pag 25] of S * over K defined as follows 5 :
In KS * we define the following sum and product:
Note that we may regard the elements in KS * as a kind of non-commuting polynomials with coefficients in the field K . In this sense, we denote bŷ y j = χ(u j ), u j ∈ S an "indeterminate" and denote the set of all indeterminates asŶ . Moreover, for any α ∈ KS * we define its order o(α) as:
Obviously, o(α) = −∞ iff α = 0. This clearly resembles a degree function 6 since it is positive (but for its minimum value −∞), and verifies o(αβ) = o(α) + o(β). Therefore, KS * has no zero-divisors and it is hence an (noncommutative) integral domain (see [1, p. 11] ).
This ring may be shown to be a DF-ring (see [5] ) and thus appropriate to build an implementation of a term algebra on a free module over it. In this regard, let T (X) be as before a term algebra, i.e. a (Σ, ar)-algebra free over a denumerable set of variables X. Further, let M = KS * (J) be the left KS * -module free over the set J ≡ Σ ∪ {nil} ∪ X 7 and finally choose two "indeterminates"ŷ 1 ,ŷ 2 ∈Ŷ ⊂ KS * . We shall now build within M a (Σ, ar)-algebra (i.e. a realisation). We begin by defining in M the analogous of the cons operator for lists. To avoid confusion we denote by CONS this new function:
CONS has the two following important properties:
(i) Sinceŷ 1 ,ŷ 2 ∈ KS * are a system of scalars free on the right, the function CONS is injective.
(ii) Since no component of CONS(a, b) has order 0, its image doesn't contain neither "variables" nor "symbols" (recall definition 2.1), i.e.
5 Observe that this is K (S * ) = ⊕ S * K 6 As in Euclidean rings, but not quite, since it is not associated to an Euclidean division algorithm. See [7, A III.197 ] for a precise definition of non-commuting polynomials with an Euclidean division and a proper degree function. 7 i.e. the external direct sum ⊕ J (KS * ) j , j ∈ J Now, for each symbol σ ∈ Σ of arity n we define a function σ M of the same arity, in the following way:
Since M together with these operations is a (Σ, ar)-algebra there exists a unique (Σ, ar)-homomorphism i : T (X) → M such that for all x ∈ X, i(x) = e x . We now show that this i is an implementation. Since the first property is fulfilled by construction, we turn over to the second. We first observe that for any substitution θ ∈ S M the following properties hold:
(iii) For any σ ∈ Σ of arity n, any terms t 1 , · · · , t n ∈ T (X), and any substitution θ ∈ S M :
CONS(i(t 1 ), · · · , CONS(i(t n ), e nil ) · · · ))) = CONS(e σ , CONS(θ(i(t 1 )), · · · , CONS(θ(i(t n )), e nil ))))
That i is an implementation, now follows thus:
CONS(e σ , CONS(θ(i(t 1 )), · · · , CONS(θ(i(t n )), e nil ) · · · )) =

CONS(e ρ , CONS(θ
We therefore have an implementation of any term algebra in our special module M. This implementation may be shown (see [5] ) via Theorem 2.9 to be faithful.
From now on, we shall consider that M is built over an F -ring R. Moreover, we shall consider the free R-module M with its natural R-bimodule structure. Then, it is well known that the set of left M-endomorphisms Hom(M, M) acquires a natural right R-module structure (see for instance [15] )
Affine Varieties in M
Let us denote by end 0 the following set of M-endomorphisms: Then, it is easy to see that end 0 is a submodule of the right R-module Hom(M, M). Moreover, it is clear that the set of substitutions S M may be described as Id + end 0 , where Id stands for the identity mapping. But then, the set of substitutions is an affine variety 8 in Hom(M, M). But then, given an M-term t ∈ M, the set V (t) whose elements are the M-terms obtained by acting with all substitutions (i.e. elements of Id + end 0 ) on t is an affine variety of the right R-module M (recall the bimodule structure for M). This is also true if instead of a single term we consider an n-tuple (t 1 , . . . , t n ) ∈ M n . Thus we are led to the following
n be given. Then, we shall denote by V (t 1 , . . . , t n ) the affine variety associated to (t 1 , · · · , t n ), this is, the set:
Associated affine varieties (varieties, for short) verify the following interesting but trivially proven property:
. . , t n ) if and only if ∃θ ∈ Id
Thus, if all M-terms (for short, terms) in a tuple are instances of the corresponding terms in another tuple, via the same substitution, then the associated varieties are one contained in another. But then, if θ and θ are two m.g.u.'s of ((t 1 , t 1 ) , · · · , (t n , t n )) we shall clearly have: V (θ(t 1 ), . . . , θ(t n )) = V (θ (t 1 ), . . . , θ (t n )). This shows that we may refer to this variety without making explicit reference to the m.g.u. We thus denote it by V (t i ∼ t i , i = 1, . . . , n). The following property is also an immediate consequence of lemma 3.2:
Finally, we have the following important theorem, which is an immediate corollary of the above and which shows that unification in M of terms which don't share variables is nothing but the intersection (i.e. geometric incidence) of varieties: (t 1 , . . . , t n ), (t 1 , . . . , t n ) ∈ M n be such that
Theorem 3.4 Let
We have shown that unification of M-terms that don't share variables may be understood in purely geometric terms. Recall moreover that, under a fair implementation, this unification in the module is completely equivalent to syntactic unification of terms (as shown in [5] ). We may therefore assert that we already have given a geometric interpretation of syntactic unification for this kind of terms. The fact of asking for no common variables among the terms is common practice, as is the case in the Prolog resolution algorithm. It poses no practical loss of generality, since general unification may be obtained from this through a proper unification. Indeed, observe that if t, t ∈ M share variables, then we have that:
where, x ∈ X and π 1 is the canonical projection in the first component. However, a close look to the structure of an associated variety V (t i ∼ t i , i = 1, . . . , n) shows that these are "huge" objects, containing all possible instances of the generating terms produced by substitutions (one at a time, though). If we were working in a vector space rather that a module we would then be dealing with infinite dimensional objects. However, in a finite syntactic unification problem it is quite obvious that only a finite number of variables and symbols intervene, and thus a finite number of "dimensions" should also suffice in a corresponding geometric formulation of unification within the module. That this is indeed possible is shown in the following section.
Ground Affine Varieties
The aim here is to reduce the previous ideas about varieties to the case in which only the ground terms, i.e. those which are built by linear combination of the "symbol" basis vectors solely, are used. In this regard, recall from Eqn. (1) that M = R (I) , where I = X ∪ S and X ∩ S = ∅. Moreover, we identified the basis vectors e i corresponding to the indices i ∈ X with variables, while those with i ∈ S with symbols. Consistently, we give the following
Definition 3.5 [Ground M-terms and homomorphisms] (i) We call ground M-terms the elements of the submodule
(ii) We call ground homomorphism any h ∈ Hom(M, M) whose image is in M 0 , i.e. any h : R (X∪S) → R (S) , such that (a) For all s ∈ S, h(e s ) = e s , and (b) For almost all x ∈ X, h(e x ) = 0.
Ground substitutions also show an affine structure. To reveal it we need the following definition which introduces the idea of an elementary homomorphism:
is said to be elementary if there exists x ∈ X such that ∀i ∈ (X − {x}) ∪ S, h(e i ) = 0. We shall denote by E the additive subgroup of (Hom(M, M), +) generated by the corresponding elementary homomorphisms, and by E 0 the subgroup of the previous which takes values in M 0 .
With these definitions in hand we are now able to make explicit the affine structure we referred to above. We do so by means of the following easy to prove proposition, which also recasts the affine structure of S M into the new language: Proposition 3.7 Let M be an R-bimodule. Then the following properties hold: 
We are now in a position to define the corresponding ground varieties:
Definition 3.8 [Associated Affine Ground Varieties] Given an M-term t its associate affine ground variety is the following subset of M 0 :
That the adjective "affine" is properly used is shown by the following proposition. Though the proof is obvious, it is given explicitly so as to get the reader used to the notation.
Proposition 3.9 Let
Proof.
The following lemma is the analogous of lemma 3.2 and shows that, though ground varieties contain only ground M-terms, they still retain monotonicity with respect to general substitutions. The proof is no longer trivial:
. . , t n ) if and only if there exists
Proof. Since the "only if" part if trivial we prove the "if" part. Let s 0 ∈ S, and for a given x ∈ X let δ 
and by hypothesis W (t 1 , . . . , t n ) ⊂ W (t 1 , . . . , t n ), there shall exist ground substitutions h 0 , h 1 , · · · , h m such that:
](t n ) . Now, for i ∈ I = X ∪ S, let π i be the i-th coordinate projection mapping, and denote its image by [ ] i . Then, the function
is clearly a homomorphism which verifies:
= t k , where we have used d 
we shall have:
We now have the theorem that gives the geometrical meaning of unification in the module, this time for ground varieties. (t 1 , . . . , t n ), (t 1 , . . . , t n ) ∈ M n be such that
Theorem 3.11 Let
Now, the substitution η determined by
To see the converse, it is enough to show that if θ is an m.g.u. for
Indeed, if θ is such an m.g.u., then by lemma 3.10:
and since (θ(t 1 ), · · · , θ(t n )) = (θ(t 1 ), · · · , θ(t n )), we conclude that
, we know from above that there exists an η such that
But, since θ is an m.g.u, there also exists an η such that η = η • θ, which implies (r 1 , · · · , r n ) = (η (θ(t 1 )), · · · , η (θ(t n ))), and again by lemma 3.10 this implies
We have thus shown that the unification of M-terms which don't share variables is nothing but the intersection of the corresponding associated varieties. But what if they do share variables. The following corollary shows that the result is still valid.
Corollary 3.12 The intersection of any two ground varieties is either empty or another ground variety.
Proof. If (var t 1 ∪ · · · ∪ var t n ) ∩ var t 1 ∪ · · · ∪ var t n = ∅ there is nothing to prove, since we are under the hypotheses of the previous theorem. Thus assume (var t 1 ∪ · · · ∪ var t n ) ∩ var t 1 ∪ · · · ∪ var t n = ∅ and let
Since X is assumed infinite we may choose
in such a way as to have:
e x for the rest is such that (i) ρ 2 = Id, and therefore,
Therefore, (var ρ(t 1 ) ∪ · · · ∪ var ρ(t n )) ∩ var t 1 ∪ · · · ∪ var t n = ∅, and we may apply again the previous theorem. ✷ Again, the fact of asking for no common variables among the terms poses no practical loss of generality, since general unification may be obtained from this through a proper unification in a manner similar to that of Eqn. (3).
Discussion and Suggestions for further Work
Our work shows that it is possible to soundly speak about syntactic unification of terms in a purely geometric language. We have introduced the concept of an associated affine variety by means of which we have shown that unification of M-terms which do not share variables is nothing but the intersection of their corresponding associated affine varieties. In this first approach, the varieties depend upon an infinite number of variables, thus not maintaining the finiteness of usual unification problems and thus nor being well suited for a possible implementation. This undesirable feature is removed by the introduction of ground affine varieties, those which are constructed by means of only ground substitutions. This has the considerable advantage of passing from a formulation in an infinitely generated module to another in a finitely generated one (as many generators as symbols). Moreover, in this ground formulation, the intersection of any finite number of varieties is shown to be either empty or another ground variety even for terms which share variables. Thus we are able to produce a full featured notion of geometric unification, which totally reproduces syntactic unification for terms which don't share variables. The fact of asking for no common variables among the terms is a common practice, as is the case in the Prolog resolution algorithm, and poses no practical loss of generality, since general unification may be obtained from this through a proper unification. We stress that then, via a fair implementation, both concepts, geometric unification of M-terms in a free module over an F -ring and syntactic unification of usual terms may be regarded as equivalent.
Moreover, several important questions remain open for further study:
(i) Is it also possible to describe SLD-refutation/resolution, and thus a programming language such as PROLOG, in this framework? It is quite possible to formulate Prolog resolution algorithm using unification only, (see [20] ) thus we should mainly need to adapt our formalism to include rules. This investigation is already launched for definite programs and promising. This, in turn, would then allow to describe a program as a dynamical system, the classification of its orbits enabling for the study of the program behaviour termination-wise. We expect this possibility to flourish at least for processes, since we know that the Ring of 2-tangles provides a natural algebraic description for infinite binary tress [2] and thus rational terms should properly fit within this framework. We hence foresee the possibility of extending the present work so as to embed unification of rational terms in one of our free modules, with the advantage that we would not be concerned by the occurs-check and thus the implementation would be expected to be fair.
(ii) May varieties be used as computational devices themselves and thus provide a new computing paradigm? Certainly, the theory would have to be developed in several ways: First a result showing that from any variety resulting from a finite chain of unifications the corresponding terms may be recovered, is needed. At present, we have it in a preliminary form; mainly some minor technicalities in the proof have to be reworked. Second, in order to be able to compute geometrically, an efficient way of calculating variety intersections is needed. In this regard, the methods used in Geometric Algebra (see for instance [12, 13] ), which deal with non-metric geometry and allow for a direct calculus with geometric objects, seem well suited. These have already been successfully used in the context of mechanical geometrical theorem proving [14] and show significantly enhanced proofs as compared to other more standard methods.
(iii) Are "inverse" type problems, such as anti-unification, abduction, ma-chine learning, etc. tractable in our geometric framework? Certainly, it is reasonable to think that if unification is nothing but intersection of appropriate varieties, anti-unification should be describable by means of some variety obtained from the union of the corresponding associated varieties. The first candidate obviously is the least variety containing both. Whether this is so or not has yet to be explored.
